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Alpina

A semi-annual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges

Alaska
In the Denali National Park and Preserve Annual Mountaineering Summary
for 2012, South District Ranger John Leonard reported a major milestone
for Mt McKinley (20,320 ft). During the season, the summit of the once
remote and little-visited mountain was reached for the 20,000th time.
Women continued to compose a very small percentage of total McKinley
climbers, just over 13 percent, but in 2012, a record high number of women,
162, attempted the mountain; 60 of them reached the top. Overall, 1,223
mountaineers tried for the summit. Only 498 reached the top, the lowest
success rate, 40.7 percent, in years. As usual, most climbers, 1,134, followed
the West Buttress route. Six expeditions tried the adjacent Mt Foraker; none
succeeded. The busiest day atop McKinley was May 27 with 56 summits,
and the busiest month was June with 280 summits—neither is a record. Six
mountaineers died, not as sad as 2011’s nine, but the 0.5-percent death rate is
worse than is typical for recent years.
Deaths in the 2012 Season. On May 18, Steffen Machulka, 49, of Halle,
Germany, was apparently resting, unroped, waiting for his two companions on
the West Buttress when he tried to catch a tumbling backpack and could not
arrest his fall from 16,200 ft. The next day, the National Park Service helicopter
recovered his body from a point on the Peters Glacier at about 15,100 ft.
	Ilkka Uusitalo, 36, of Oulu, Finland, was skiing down the Orient Express
couloir on May 13 with two comrades when he fell down the route into a
crevasse at 15,850 ft. His comrades skied down to the crevasse. One went on
to alert NPS rangers; the other, with the help of bystanders, rappelled into
the crevasse and concluded that Uusitalo was probably dead. NPS Ranger
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Tucker Chenoweth later rappelled into the crevasse, confirmed the death, and
was pulled to the surface carrying Uusitalo’s body, which was evacuated by
helicopter.
Five roped Japanese climbers were descending the section called Motorcycle Hill on the West Buttress route on June 14. The area is not usually
dangerous, but it had been snowing heavily for days. An avalanche swept all
five into a crevasse. The lone survivor, Hitoshi Ogi, 69, could find no sign of
his companions and spent most of the day descending 4,600 ft to report the
accident at Kahiltna base camp at 4 p.m. An aerial search that evening found
no trace of the other four. Those who died were Yoshiaki Kato, 64; Masako
Suda, 50; Tamao Susuki, 63; and Michiko Suzuki, 56. They remain buried
in the crevasse. NPS called this the deadliest accident on the mountain
since 1992.
Notable Climbs. Though not highlighted in the NPS mountaineering
summary, at least one notable effort in 2012 was the culmination of a twoyear training program run by the French Federation of Alpine Clubs. The
training helps young climbers in their 20s “reach a high level of excellence in
alpinism.” Nine young climbers selected by a technical exam took part. Before
beginning their McKinley climb, climbers had already done training climbs.
(The training grounds for the program include Ben Nevis in Scotland, the
Matterhorn N Face, and the Grands Jorasses N Face.) Six program graduates
joined guides and instructors Frédéric Gentet and Christophe Moulin on
the trip to Denali, arriving at Talkeetna on March 23. After a preliminary
survey by air taxi, the group chose to attempt faces on Moose’s Tooth (10,335
ft) and Bear Tooth (10,069 ft) from the Buckskin Glacier. All eight landed
on the glacier on March 26, established a base camp, and conducted a ski
reconnaissance the next day. The group split in two: Estelle Dall’Agnol,
Max Bonniot, and Robin Revest went with Moulin to attempt the E Face of
Moose’s Tooth; and Jérémy Stagnetto, Romain Jennequin, and Simon Remy
went with Gentet to work on Bear Tooth E Face.
The Moulin team started directly up the face on March 29 hoping to reach
the summit in five days, but, much harassed by heavy snow on steep areas,
team members reached only the NE Ridge by day 5, where they caught their
first view of the summit. The ridge proved too complicated, so they crossed
a snowfield and climbed to the summit from the other side, all four topping
out in deep snow on April 4, day 7. They rappelled back to base camp the
same day.
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Meanwhile, the rest of the group, Gentet’s team, had fixed six pitches
up Bear Tooth and prepared for a big 18-hour summit effort following two
bivouacs. They did not make it and descended to two days of snow. After
the storm, they left camp at 3 a.m., finally reaching a tentless bivouac site
at midnight. The next day, they reached the shoulder and triggered a large
avalanche, which the group with Moulin witnessed from base camp. Following another bivouac, Gentet’s team reached the summit on April 12 and began
their descent to base camp at 9 p.m. illuminated partly by northern lights.
Both teams flew out the next day.
The NPS Denali summary notes several events commemorating the 100th
anniversary of the first climb to the summit of McKinley by the Rev. Hudson
Stuck, Harry Karstens, Walter Harper, and Robert Tatum on June 7, 1913.
Descendants of Stuck, Karstens, and Harper, and Athabaskan team members
from nearby villages will conduct a commemorative ascent of the Muldrow
Glacier route, replicating the original climb as closely as possible. The curators
of the Museum of the North in Fairbanks will provide a multimedia exhibition
of historical artifacts, narratives, and a digital mapping display. The Denali
National Park and Reserve’s Eielson Visitor Center, a fine vantage point from
which to view the Muldrow Glacier, will host an interactive exhibit. Also as a
part of the celebration, Denali National Park and the American Alpine Club
will cohost an international mountain conference, Sustainable Summits: The
International Mountain Conference on Environmental Practices, September
8–11, 2013, in Talkeetna.

The Karakoram and Pakistan
Political and military unrest in Pakistan has limited all forms of tourism
including trekking and mountaineering, but in the areas not actively
suffering combat, easy permitting and low or waived fees still encourage
mountaineering. Although information is not always definitive, the Alpine
Club of Pakistan listed 56 foreign expeditions registering for spring and
summer 2012. Many failed to show, and others canceled their attempts or did
not report reaching the summit. At least nine succeeded, some putting large
numbers on top. The Seven Summit Treks expedition to K2 (8,611 m) claimed
that 23 members, guides, and Sherpas reached the summit on July 31, 2012.
Should this claim be confirmed, it is probably the biggest ever summit day on
K2—certainly the record number of ascents for a single expedition.
130 Appalachia
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As usual, most of the 8,000er activity in Pakistan was by candidates for the
all-fourteen club, ticking off the Pakistan five the easiest way they could. More
interesting are two efforts for the “hard man” (and hard woman): Climbing
a Pakistan 8,000er in winter and completing the demonstrably most difficult
8,000er route, the Mazeno Ridge route up Nanga Parbat, in any season. No
one had done either before 2011.
Eight Thousand-Meter Peaks in Winter. The great majority of those
who climb any of the 8,000ers, the accepted list of the fourteen highest
mountains, do not really enjoy themselves but seek other rewards. Certainly
making the climb in winter does not increase the joy, but, as was inevitable, a
limited number of near masochists eventually added the handicap of winter
weather to the challenges. To avoid varying definitions of winter season, let
us confine attention to calendar winter, the time between the winter solstice
and the spring equinox, between December 21 and March 20. Using this
definition, before 2011 33 hardy individuals had reached the top of at least one
of the eight Nepal 8,000ers or Shisha Pangma (which is in Tibet) in winter.
No one had climbed any of the five in Pakistan in winter.
Polish climbers have gravitated toward this challenge. The first 8,000er
climbed in calendar winter was Everest in 1979 by two Poles, Leszek Cichy
and Krzysztof Wielicki. All the other first winter ascents in Nepal were
made by Polish nationals except Makalu, which Italian Simone Moro and
Kazakh Denis Urubko climbed in winter 2008. In winter 2005, Moro and
Piotr Morawski of Poland climbed Shisha Pangma together. Cho Oyu is
commonly called the easiest 8,000er, and this is true in winter as well. Of
the 33 calendar-winter ascents, 14 are of that mountain. Winter climbing of
8,000ers is almost a male-only sport—only one woman has done it so far,
Swiss Marianne Chapuisat, who climbed Cho Oyu on February 10, 1993.
Why did no one ascend the Pakistan 8,000ers in winter until 2011? There
are several reasons, but the simplest is that the Pakistan peaks lie further north
and thus are colder. The Nepalese peaks and Shisha Pangma are at about the
same latitude as central Florida; the five in Pakistan are at the latitude of
North Carolina.
Celebrating the dominance of Polish climbers in winter 8,000er history,
the Polish Alpine Association initiated “Polish Winter Himalaism 2010–2015”
with the goal of making the first winter ascents of the remaining 8,000-m
peaks by the “next generation of Polish mountaineers.” The Poles failed
to reckon with Simone Moro, and at 11:28 a.m. February 2, 2011, Moro,
Urubko, and Cory Richards of the United States reached the summit
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of Gasherbrum II (8,035 m) via the N Face. Simone commented a little
inaccurately, “It has been very hard, but the three of us feel well.” This made
three 8,000er winter ascents for Moro, two for Urubko, and the first for
Richards (and for any American). Getting down was another matter, the
weather window closed, and they finally reached base camp late in the day on
February 4, after suffering through a major avalanche and Richards’s fall into
a crevasse. They were six days on the mountain.
A more deliberate Polish team reached base camp for their attempt on
Gasherbrum I (8,086 m) almost a year later, on January 21, 2012. The group
included a base camp manager; the well-known Artur Hajzer, 49, the leader;
Adam Bielecki, 28; and Janusz Golab, 44; and two Pakistani high-altitude
porters, Ali Sadpara and Shaheen Baig, both experienced on 8,000-m peaks.
The members probably were less than overjoyed to find they were sharing
base camp with Austrian Gerfried Göschl’s international expedition—a team
also bent on climbing Gasherbrum I in winter—but the Polish team decided
to make the best of it.
By February 9, Hajzer’s team had established camp 3 at 7,040 m on the
Standard Japanese Couloir Route. Winter had already shown its teeth, and
one of the porters left the expedition with frostbite on both feet. In Golab’s
words, “I was surprised by the incredibly strong winds of the Karakoram
winter. They persisted almost throughout the expedition. . . . They forced us
to spend weeks at base camp without any possibility of climbing, which was
probably the hardest part.” From February 25 to 27, the team made the first
summit attempt but was turned back by high wind. Golab fell into a crevasse
and was injured on the descent. On March 8 and 9, a weather window was
predicted, and at midnight March 9, Bielecki and Golab left camp 3 (in a
temperature of –35° centigrade), reaching the summit at 8:30 a.m. for the first
winter ascent of the mountain. They descended to camp 2 by 5 p.m., and by
March 10, all climbers reached base camp.
While Golab and Bielecki were descending on March 9, Göschl, the leader
of the other expedition on the mountain, called Austria on a satellite phone
and said that he, Swiss Cedric Hählen, and Pakistani Nisar Hussain Sadpara
were following a partially new line only 450 m from the summit. About four
hours later, Alex Txikon of Spain, also from the international expedition,
spotted them perhaps 250 m below the top. None of the three have been
heard from or seen since. Although witnesses called for a rescue helicopter,
weather prevented search flights until March 15. Members of the Polish expedition tried to help in the search, during which Golab and Bielecki suffered
132 Appalachia
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frostbite. On March 15, the helicopter followed the route of ascent to 7,000 m
and the Normal Route. There was no trace of the three, and further searches
were abandoned. The helicopter landed at base camp and evacuated Golab
and Bielecki to the hospital in Skardu.
Thus a second Pakistan 8,000er, Gasherbrum I, was climbed in
calendar winter for the first time. Three men died, and three men suffered
severe frostbite
Climbing the Mazeno Ridge Route. The naked mountain, Nanga
Parbat (8,125 m) is the eleventh highest 8,000er, but in a way, it is the
biggest. A sprawling complex of peaks rising sheerly well above the base on all
sides, Nanga Parbat offers a number of developed ascent routes—none easy.
There is no doubt about the hardest, and indeed, the longest route up any
of the 8,000ers—the WSW Mazeno Ridge, which extends 15 km from the
Mazeno Pass (5,360 m) to the summit. On the very first attempt, by an
1895 British expedition, the Mazeno Pass was used to cross from the then
obviously impossible south side of the mountain to the possibly easier west
side. Later in that expedition, the famous alpine and Caucasian climber
Albert F. Mummery and two Gurkha soldiers disappeared on the mountain—
the first in the long list of deaths there.
Much later in climbing history, mountaineers began to consider the
possibility of an ascent by the awe-inspiring ridge, and in the 1990s, the
idea became an obsession with Doug Scott of Great Britain, who organized
three well-staffed expeditions. In 1995, on the last and most successful of his
expeditions, three members of his team (Scott had retired because of illness)
reached the third Mazeno top, which was halfway to the summit of Nanga
Parbat. In 2004, Americans Doug Chabot and Steve Swenson, blessed by
better snow conditions than their predecessors had been, reached the Mazeno
Col and the Schell Route to the summit. The weather deteriorated and
Swenson was ill. They escaped the mountain by descending the Schell Route.
The entire Mazeno Ridge to summit route had been traversed, but not by a
single party.
The British Mazeno Ridge Expedition 2012 hoped to finish the job. The
climbers’ names seem fated to confuse mountaineering historians. The two
British leaders were Sandy Allan and Rick Allen; the three Sherpas were
Lhakpa Nuru, Lhakpa Rangdu, and Lhakpa Zarok. Only Catharine O’Dowd
(known as Cathy) is easy to remember. The Western climbers scored “fully
qualified” for the task. All had extensive experience on 8,000ers and other
peaks in the Himalaya, O’Dowd is the first woman to ascend Everest from
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both sides, and the two Britons boast previous ascents to the summit of
Nanga Parbat and membership in Doug Scott’s Mazeno Ridge expeditions.
They might have been thought a bit past it for the required “hard man” and
“hard woman” exploits: In 2012, Allen was 59, Allan 57, and O’Dowd, 44.
	On June 14, all arrived at the Mazeno Ridge high base camp (4,900 m),
near the Mazeno Pass, and by July 3, had acclimatized and prepared fixed
camp 1 and camp 2 (at 6,400 m). The subsequent camps were bivouacs
that climbers stripped when they left, taking needed equipment to the next
bivouac (bivi) in a single carry, a technique called “capsule style.” Compared
with the 2004 Chabot and Swenson traverse, the 2012 party of six had much
more carrying power, but four more mouths to feed and water. In addition
to their cameras, personal gear, and clothing, the 2012 party left the last fixed
camp on July 4 with community climbing gear and ropes; 32 gas cylinders to
melt snow for water; and 25 kg of food (not enough). O’Dowd also carried a
satellite phone and spare batteries to receive weather forecasts and update the
now-obligatory expedition website.
The Sherpas’ belaying skills did not seem to be strong. Several climbers fell, were forced to bivouac, had bad nights, and suffered illnesses. High
winds held the team at one bivi for two nights. Finally, on July 10, an 11-hour
effort brought them nearly to the Mazeno Col, the end of the Mazeno Ridge
proper. The next day, all six climbed to a bivi at 7,160 m and rested there for
a summit try the following day. Food supplies were very low, and the Sherpas
were complaining.
Just before midnight, the six began the summit push in three ropes of two.
Lhakpa Nuru and O’Dowd shortly tired and retreated to the bivi. The other
two ropes reached a high point at about 11 a.m., then abandoned the attempt
and headed for the bivi by an alternate route. Lhakpa Zarok and Lhakpa
Rangdu fell perhaps 400 m. They were not injured but severely shaken up
and exhausted. The four did not reach the bivi until dark. That night, the
Sherpas and O’Dowd elected to descend the Schell Route as Chabot and
Swenson had done in 2004. On July 13, O’Dowd and the Sherpas headed
down at 10 a.m. They varied from the route, encountered some huge
avalanches, and Lhakpa Rangdu broke his ankle, but they reached base camp
and safety the next day.
Allen and Allan were left with very little food and a satellite phone with
weak batteries. On July 14, they abandoned their bivi tent and insulating
mats and traversed toward the more traveled Kinshofer Route on the Diamir
Face, hoping it was partially fixed so they could descend more easily and
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perhaps encounter other climbers. When they reached the Kinshofer line,
they instead headed up and dug a snow cave at 7,720 m for the night. After
one biscuit each for breakfast next morning, Allen and Allan climbed up in
deep snow and poor visibility to reach the summit area by 2 p.m. (Both had
been there before, but they could not identify the true summit.) When the
clouds cleared, they finally found the summit marker at 6:12 p.m. on July 15.
Success! After photographs, they descended to the 7,720 m cave, the last halfhour in the dark. They could not light the stove, thus had no water, and food
was limited to biscuit crumbs and two hard candies.
They awoke early on July 16 to a serious situation—literally, deadly serious.
They had no food and no way to obtain water, the satellite phone died, and
they were still at 7,720 m. That day, starved, dehydrated, and moving slowly,
they reached 7,400 m, where they dug an inadequate snow cave. The next
day, they reached 6,300 m just above the Kinshofer camp 2 site. They saw
no one, scratched a bivi site, and spent the night in the open secured to ice
screws. Finally on July 18, they met two Czechs moving up who gave them
some water and loaned them a lighter to start the stove and melt snow for
more. The Czechs gave them two Snickers candy bars and a high-sugar bar,
then continued up the route. Allan and Allen rappelled the Kinshofer wall
and climbed down to reach Kinshofer camp 1 at 11:45 p.m., where they were
met with hot drinks, food, and a tent. On July 19, they walked on to the
Czech base camp and received treatment for semi-frozen toes and fingers.
They ordered a goat from a nearby village, and that evening all enjoyed a huge
dinner prepared by the Pakistani staff. The complete ascent of Nanga Parbat
by the Mazeno Ridge was over, with no lasting damage to the participants.

Nepal Himalaya
Glacier Retreat and Edmund Hillary’s First 7,000-m Peak Ascent. David
Breashears’s recent exhibition at the MIT Museum focused interest on
Himalayan glaciers and global warming and on the photographs and history
of the areas displayed. (See Christine Woodside’s article in Appalachia LXIV
no. 1, pages 144–146, with illustrations of the Kyetrak Glacier in 1921 and
2009.) The Kyetrak Glacier was the site of some of Sir Edmund Hillary’s
experiences in the Himalaya before his first ascent of Everest with Tenzing
Norgay in 1953 and was the base for his first ascent of a 7,000-m peak—the
highest summit he reached before he climbed the world’s highest mountain.
Summer/FALL 2013 135
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	In 1951, New Zealanders Edmund Hillary and H.E. Riddiford, who was
already on a mountaineering expedition in India,1 were invited to join Eric
Shipton’s exploratory expedition assessing the possibility of climbing Everest
from the south. The New Zealanders performed well, and the ascent looked
possible. When the members returned to Kathmandu, however, they were
greeted with the shocking news that Nepal had granted the next try on Everest, “the British mountain,” to the Swiss—who were allowed all of 1952 to
make the ascent.2
The Joint Himalayan Committee of the Royal Geographical Society and
the Alpine Club recovered from their shock and, recognizing that Nepal had
granted them permission for 1953, decided to continue their preparations and
to mount a training expedition to Cho Oyu in 1952. Shipton invited Hillary,
Riddiford, and George Lowe, also of New Zealand, to join that expedition.
	Shipton knew that the Cho Oyu summit lay on the boundary between
Nepal and Chinese-occupied Tibet. There was a possibility that a route could
be found from Nepal to the south, but initial exploration showed that the
southern approaches were blocked by a sheer wall stretching from Cho Oyu
to the high 7,000er Gyachung Kang. Hillary and Lowe crossed the Nangpa
La and examined western approaches, concluding that they were easier.
Shipton agreed to try from the west, but fearing that a major difficulty would
arise if any climbers were captured by Chinese troops, insisted on a climbing
base well down on the Nepalese side of the Nangpa La. (See Figure 1.) Hillary
thought, “[As] only a light mobile party would be used and our base would
be Jasamba, far down on the Nepalese side of the border . . . the length of our
communications . . . would make a powerful attempt impossible. . . . Already
we were doomed to failure.”3
And so it proved. With Hillary and Lowe leading the charge, the party
reached the Kyetrak Glacier from the Nangpa La and forced a path up along
it, pioneering the present Cho Oyu Normal Route. They reached 22,500 ft
(6,858 m), still 4,250 ft (1,295 m) below the summit. Unwilling to take further
risks without more equipment and support, they descended and reported to
That expedition climbed Mukut Parbat, 7,242 m, but Hillary did not reach the summit.
Himalayan Journal, XVII.
2
Edmund Hillary. High Adventure. London: Companion Book Club, 1956. Originally
published by Hodder and Stoughton Ltd., 1955, pp. 44–61.
3
High Adventure, p. 76, and for Hillary’s account of the Cho Oyu attempt, pp. 76–82.
1
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Figure 1. Places important to Hillary and Lowe’s attempt on Cho Oyu and the
subsequent ascent of Palung Ri. The base map is taken from the Soviet small scale 2 by
3 degrees series, Sheet h47v (circa 1960). Elevations are in meters, and the original place
names are “Cyrillicizations” of Tibetan and Chinese words. Creative Commons

Shipton, who chose to abandon the attempt and move the group back over
the Nangpa La to Jasamba.
Hillary and Lowe were unhappy with the decision and appealed to
Shipton: “From high on Cho Oyu, we’d examined closely the group of peaks
to the north of the Kyetrak Glacier, and we thought that several of them
were climbable. We wanted to attempt them. Shipton agreed, . . . Our own
personal Sherpas, Angputa and Tashi Phuta, were to accompany us.”4 The
heavily loaded four labored up the Kyetrak in oppressive stillness to camp in
a snowstorm and on the following day reached a 20,600-ft (6,278-m) saddle
between two of the peaks they had spotted. Leaving the Sherpas at the second
camp, Hillary and Lowe climbed the nearer peak, about 21,500 ft (6,553 m),
High Adventure, p. 82. Hillary’s description of the Palung Ri climb is on pp. 82–88.

4
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with a “thrilling” view of Tibet. The following day in threatening weather,
they tried the other peak—they thought about 22,600 ft (6,888 m) high. This
was a far more serious proposition. Both were bothered with freezing feet,
and they reached the summit in blinding snow at 1:30 p.m. on May 13. They
descended in snow and wind to reach the tent and the Sherpas with their last
shreds of energy. Hillary again: “Why did we persist with this climb—even
at the risk of frost-bite or worse? I think it was mainly a reaction from Cho
Oyu. We didn’t want to be beaten a second time, so we pushed things a lot
harder than we would normally have done. And also this peak had exerted the
peculiar fascination of being higher than any peak we had yet climbed.”
	Of course, they did not call the second peak Palung Ri—that name
was applied only years later, and in 1952, both New Zealanders and their
English companions thought in feet and did not attach much importance to
a 7,000er ascent. (It is uncertain just what they believed the mountain height
to be—one of their companions recorded that they told him on May 16 that
the higher and more difficult peak was 22,800 ft—7,000 m is 22,996 ft.) The
name Palung Ri with the elevation of 7,012 m was first widely publicized by
the Schneider map.5
When Hillary, Lowe, and the Sherpas returned to the Khumbu Glacier,
they found the Swiss “Lake Camp” base already abandoned and heard a
depressing rumor that the Swiss had placed seven men on the top of Everest. Next day, Hillary and Lowe encountered Shipton at Pangboche, where
Hillary and Lowe were relieved to learn that the Swiss had failed in their
spring attempt, Lambert and Tenzing having reached 28,000 feet. The talk
ended with an invitation to Hillary and Lowe to join Shipton’s party on a trip
to the area of the Barun Glacier.
Hillary’s account is, “[Shipton and Lowe] had recruited a large group of
women and children to carry our gear. . . . On June 11th we camped in the
south branch of the Imja glacier. . . . For the next ten days we reveled in the
type of life of which Shipton is such an outstanding exponent. . . . In two
glorious days we climbed three fine peaks, and then plunged down to the
Barun glacier itself. The monsoon struck in earnest and . . . we knew our
climbing for the season was finished.” The “three fine peaks” were estimated
to be between 21,300 feet and 21,800 feet, so Palung Ri was still the highest
mountain Hillary had climbed to the top.

5

Khumbu Himal (Nepal) 1:50,000. Field Work Erwin Schneider et al., 1955–1963. Issued 1965.
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The Swiss failed in a second Everest attempt in the fall of 1952, and the
British were next up in spring of 1953. The majority of the Joint Himalayan
Committee was disenchanted with Shipton’s tentative style and small
expedition prejudices, and in a clumsy and controversial process named
John Hunt as expedition leader. Hunt invited Lowe and Hillary to join the
expedition and, after hesitation, they accepted. Hillary climbed only one
peak to the top that year before his Everest attempt—Kangcho Nup (6,043
m) on April 4, 1953, a far lesser mountain than Palung Ri.
On May 29 at 11:30 a.m., Hillary and Tenzing reached the summit of
Everest and were escorted down to their welcoming comrades—and to
history. Everest had been hard, but two years later in High Adventure, Hillary
wrote of Palung Ri, “Whatever the reason, I have never had to struggle harder
for a peak before or since.”
For Palung Ri the mountain, there is little more to tell. According to
The Himalayan Database, from the Hillary–Lowe first ascent in 1952 until
now, only one other group has ascended Palung Ri—Austrians Erwin Schneider (of Schneider map fame) and Ernst Senn from a Norman Dyhrenfurth
expedition, who reached the top on June 16, 1955.6

In Memoriam
Roger Payne, 1956–2012. The well-known climber, guide, mountaineering
administrator, and conscientious mountain environmentalist was killed by an
avalanche while guiding a party on Mt Maudit near Mt Blanc July 12, 2012,
a few days before his 56th birthday. Atypically for a Londoner, he took an
early interest in British mountaineering, directed his education to outdoor
pursuits, and in 1983 received the British Mountain Guide ticket. But the
most important step in his life and his mountaineering career occurred in
1985 when he met New Zealander Julie-Ann Clyma on a mountaineering
expedition in Peru. Within two years, they were full-time climbing partners
and married.
Norman G. Dyhrenfurth, “Lhotse, 1955,” American Alpine Journal, 30: 10: “Schneider worked
with his phototheodolite all around the northern and western approaches to Cho Oyu, . . .
Toward the end of our stay north of the border Schneider and Senn climbed a 23,000-foot
peak north of Cho Oyu, the greater part of it on skis.” Schneider’s phototheodolite work
established the height of the 23,000-ft peak as 7,012 m for his map, and he probably chose the
name Palung Ri.

6
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Payne, usually with Clyma, sought out new routes and remote mountain
areas, always with respect for the impact on the mountaineering environment in the broad sense—the effect on the physical environment, as well as
on the welfare of the people living in the mountains. Among his major new
climbs with Clyma were: 1994, the first alpine-style ascent of Nanda Devi
East, eighth overall and the first by a woman; 2003, the first ascent of Mt
Grosvenor in China near Minya Konka; and 2004, the first modern alpinestyle ascent of Chomolhari in Sikkim.
As an administrator, Payne worked with the British Mountaineering
Council from 1989 to 2001 supervising a period of significant growth and
mission development. He shifted to the UIAA (the international federation of
alpine associations) in Berne, Switzerland, in 2001, promoting links with UN
agencies, the Olympic movement, and environmental agencies. When Payne
left the UIAA in 2005, he and Clyma remained in Switzerland at Leysin,
Payne acting as a consultant, guiding and making personal expeditions.
	On the day of his death, Payne was guiding a party up Mt Maudit as
part of a larger group bent on an ascent of Mt Blanc. A massive avalanche
struck, killing nine people—Payne and two other Britons, three Germans,
two Spaniards, and a Swiss. Fourteen were injured. The accident occurred
despite Payne’s detailed knowledge of the route and his status as a widely
sought instructor in avalanche awareness. Stephen Goodwin, one of Payne’s
biographers, quotes an earlier guide and avalanche savant, André Roch:
“The avalanche does not know you are an expert.”
Michael Horatio Westmacott, 1925–2012. The death of Mike Westmacott
in Cumbria, England, on June 12 marked the passing of the last of the British
climbers who participated in the 1953 first ascent of Everest.
He did not initially show much interest in climbing, spending the
immediate post–World War II years as a junior officer in the First India
Army group often called the King George V Bengal Sappers in Burma. He
then studied mathematics and statistics at Oxford University, joined the
university mountaineering club, and eventually became president of the club.
Like his opposite number, George Band, president of the Cambridge club,
Westmacott was able to arrange a successful season in the Alps in 1952. John
Hunt selected both Band and Westmacott for the 1953 expedition.
Hunt had thought a former Sapper ideally suited to maintaining the vital
route through the chaotic and dangerous Khumbu Icefall. Those duties and
altitude sickness limited Westmacott’s high point on Everest, but at another
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critical point, he hustled the Times correspondent, James Morris, down
through the icefall in time to transmit the word of success to London before
Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation day.
After Everest, Westmacott, like Band, “chose to work,” eventually taking
a job with Shell and receiving a series of international assignments. With his
wife, Sally, also a skilled mountaineer, Mike managed a remarkable series of
first ascents in a wide variety of locales in North America, South America, and
even the Hindu Kush. Some of these expeditions were with friends from the
Everest days such as Band and Hunt. Following retirement from Shell in 1985,
the Westmacotts settled in the Lake District, and Mike took a more active
interest in climbing club matters.
Westmacott was honorary secretary of the Alpine Club from 1967 to 1971,
president from 1993 to 1995, and an honorary member of that club and the
Himalayan Club. He chaired the Alpine Club Library Council, expanding
the library’s functions. He initiated and led the development of the online
computer database, the Himalayan Index. That database now provides
detailed information on more than 4,000 peaks higher than 6,000 m elevation
in the greater Himalaya, a splendid resource for those who plan and execute
mountaineering expeditions—and for those who write about them.
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